
Grade 8A 

English HL 

8-12 February 
 

My dearest grade 8s 
 

I am your English teacher:  

        

 

                    and here is your  

                English classroom: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I am teacher Elmie and I will be your English HL teacher for 2021.  

Please save my number on your cellphone and send me a WhatsApp with your name, surname and grade. I will then 

create a WhatsApp group for the 8A English HL class which we will use to communicate  

throughout the year.  (It works best if I have your number, not your parents’ numbers, as  

I will be referring to things we have dealt with in class etc. There are separate groups for  

the parents which will be created later.) 

 

I’m Mrs Elmie 

Grobler 

My number: 064 619 4300 



 

I am very excited to meet you on your first day at Voortrekker!  

 

 

 

      Here is a link to a short video for you:       https://youtu.be/lpQyDzA5aZ8 

 

 

 

     In the mean time we need to get used to doing some work at home, seeing  

     as you will be attending school in groups which will alternate. During your  

     week at home you will still receive work to complete by the time you   

     return to school. 

     The week of 8 to 12 February will count as your first week of doing work   

     at home... 

 

 

 

 

                  The following is what you must do between 8 and 12 February: 

 

• Please note that this MUST be completed in your ENGLISH HL BOOK. Please DO NOT write on loose 

pieces of paper.     

• For each activity I am giving you the correct heading, subheading and date which you must write in 

your book. 

• Everything that is typed in BLUE does not have to be written in your book – everything that is typed 

in BLACK MUST be written down in your book. 

• You do not have to print out these instructions or the activities. You will receive a booklet 

containing the activities. 
 

 

Let’s get started...  



Language Activity 1: 

Vocabulary           8-9 February 2021 
 

Replace the word nice in each of the following sentences with a word from the text box. Each word may only 

be used once. 

** You must write out the sentences in your book. 

 

 

 

1. Yesterday, I bought a nice book to read. 
 

2. Mary looks nice in that outfit. 
 

3. Last week we had a nice day at the spa. 
 

4. Jim is a very nice person. 
 

5. That girl has nice manners. 
 

6. We had a nice meal at our favourite restaurant. 
 

7. That is very nice of you to say. 
 

8. A nice breakfast is the key to having a good day. 
 

Language Activity 2: 

Synonyms and antonyms                        10 February 2021 

A. Synonyms: 
Choose a word with the same meaning (synonym) from the textbox for each of the following words. 

 
**You must write down the words and their synonyms. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

1. talk -  _____________________ 
 

2. hate -  _____________________ 
 
3. fall -  _____________________ 

 
4. let -  _____________________ 

 
5. ask -  _____________________ 

  
6. cry -  _____________________ 

 
 

relaxing  sweet  healthy  kind 

good  delicious interesting stunning 

enjoyable thrilling 

depart   help  adore  mend  receive  allow  

comprehend  ring  loathe  require  weep  speak 

inquire   stumble bathe 



B. Antonyms: 
Choose a word with the opposite meaning (antonym) from the textbox for each of the following words: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. start  -  ____________________ 
 

2. find  -  ____________________ 
 

3. succeed -  ____________________ 
 

4. buy  -  ____________________ 
 

5. depart  -  ____________________ 
 

6. spend  -  ____________________ 

Language Activity 3: 

Prepositions               11 February 2021 

Choose the correct preposition from the text box to complete the following sentences: 
 

** You must write out the sentences in your book. 

 
 
 
 
 

1. The fifteen passengers ___________ survived yesterday’s air crash sent out distress signals 

____________ were picked up by the pilot of an Air Zambia plane. They _____________ have known 

better, but they left the scene of the crash in search of water. 
 

2. Somehow you will have to _____________Sam pick some of those leaves and taste ___________.  

Don’t ___________ him swallow them, though! 
 

3. In the veld one must look after ___________ and find ______________ own food and water. 
 

4. Chewing plants ____________ have a milky sap isn’t very safe. 

Language Activity 4: 

Building verbs               12 February 2021 

Make four verbs form the letters shown here.  Each verb must consist of four letters or more.  In making the 
verb, each letter may be used only once.  Each verb must contain the centre letter (B). 

 
**You must draw the block of letters in your book and then write down your four verbs below it. 

 

U E N 

R B T 

U O M 
 

let  let  that  one’s 

oneself  it  should  that    

who   

arrive  hate  come out forget  fail  save  

demolish lose  mend  continue drop  finish 

lower  reject  sell 


